
R H  S T U D E N T S

CAMP COVID-19 GUIDELINES

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WILL CAMPERS AND STAFF BE REQUIRED TO SHOW PROOF OF A NEGATIVE TEST OR IMMUNIZATION?

Washington State requires either vaccinations or a negative COVID-19 test within 3 days of the start of camp for 
all participants. To be in compliance we are asking all staff, volunteers, and campers to either have a negative 
COVID-19 test within 2-3 days of camp or be fully vaccinated but we will not be requiring proof of this.

WILL MASKS BE REQUIRED, IF SO, WHEN?

Inside: Face coverings are required while occupying indoor public areas except for when sitting down to eat in the 
dining hall, or in their cabin for sleeping, brushing teeth, showering, and small group times.

Outside: Face coverings are welcomed, but not required while outdoors with your cohort. While outdoors and social 
distancing between campers and cohorts will be encouraged when possible.  Masks will be encouraged in situations 
where social distancing cannot be maintained.

WILL SOCIAL/PHYSICAL DISTANCING BE REQUIRED?

Cabins will make up stable cohorts that will attend activities and events together throughout the week. Social 
distancing will be encouraged as often as possible.

Physical distancing (6 feet) will be required outside of each cohort and between cohorts during specific events 
during our main sessions as well as other activities.

WHAT WILL CABIN TIME AND SLEEPING LOOK LIKE?

All campers will sleep head to toe arrangement with appropriate spacing.
Windows will remain open at all times to increase airflow and air circulation.

HOW WILL MEALS BE SERVED?

All meals are prepared and served to individual cohorts by Cascades Staff.  Dining will take place either indoors 
(spaced out) or outdoors in their covered pavilion area.

WILL THERE BE HEALTH SCREENINGS FOR CAMPERS AND STAFF?

Yes. Temperature checks will be taken as needed by the discretion of our team of medical volunteers.


